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Projection = integrating out the fakeons with the fakeon prescription

At the level of generating functionals:

Solve by means of the fakeon prescription

Let                denote the solution

Projected functionals:

























 (Anselmi and Marino, arXiv:1909.12873)





The violation of microcausality predicted by quantum gravity is short range
 (Anselmi and Marino, arXiv:1909.12873)

Basically, it is a Yukawa plus an anti-Yukawa. It vanishes outside the light cones
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Conclusions

No other approach to quantum gravity is as  close to the standard model as the
solution based on the fakeon idea

 - It is a quantum field theory
  - It admits a perturbative expansion in terms of Feynman diagrams
   - It allows us to make calculations with an effort comparable to the one of the SM
    - It can be coupled to the standard model straightforwardly

      - It is rather rigid (only two new parameters,       and       )
       - It is as fundamental as the standard model (NO "living with ghosts", thanks!)
        - It could be the most predictive theory ever: it is expected
to be perturbative from zero energy to an energy equal to

Hawking, Hertog, "Living with ghosts",
PRD 65 (2002) 103515



Fermions Bosons

Quarks

Leptons

The fields of the standard model and quantum gravity could explain everything we know







Comments on alternative approaches to the problem of quantum gravity

 --- string theory is criticized for being nonpredictive. Moreover, its calculations often
require hard mathematics that is not completely understood

 --- loop quantum gravity is even more challenging, because it is at an earlier stage of
development

 --- holography (AdS/CFT correspondence) do not admit a weakly coupled expansion

 --- asymptotic safety in nonperturbative as well.

None is as  close to the standard model as the solution based on the fakeon idea

The strongest feature of the theory with fakeons is that it is calculable !


